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Development of European forest resources over 
time since ~400 BC

 Initial situation around 1750. Is the 200 million ha 
of forest in Naudts et al, feasible?

Contemporary European forest resources

Opportunities for further mitigation potential 



The untouched forest is a Romantic Myth 

Wisconsin state 

Historical Society 



Ever since the ice retreated, human 

influence has been massive in Europe

Bartlett et al. 2015. Mammoth extinction 5000 BP caused by humans  



Already 400- 100 BC, large parts of 

Mediterranean was deforested 

Lombard



Forest area before 11th century, before the 

large deforestations took place  

Higounet 1966 



Europe in 1750: 140 million people who 

totally depended on (a slow growing) forest 

for everything they needed.

And: they depended
on a 
marginally
producing
agriculture for
which large fallow
areas were needed

Demand was ~600 
million m3/y 



Wood based society. 

Disposable ships: a huge industry 

Traders ransacked into corners of 
Europe for wood and masts 
‘Hollanders’



Thus a shortage of wood arises, and prices 

increase 

Wiebe 1895. 



And even if there was forest mapped; very 

often it was only an administrative ‘Foreest’ 

with few trees

Fuchs

Mapire.eu 

1764: Austrian
Netherlands: Only a 
heavily degraded
forest remained. 



Even until recent slash 

and burn was common 

in Scandinavia 



Where does the initial forest area come 

from: Naudts refers to McGrath. McGrath 

uses Kaplan (2009)

Original data Kaplan 

Naudts et al claim 
there is still 200 
million ha of forest
in 1750. 



Reconstructed forest area by Kaplan 2009 



Reconstructed EU forest area by Kaplan 

SOEF2015: EU forest 
area: 160 Mha



This is why in McGrath, the area of forest 

roughly stays the same from 1600- 2010 

Their aim was only to 
reconstruct structure 
of forest.

Unmanaged: grey

High stand: light blue

Coppice: dark blue  

X100 million ha 



In addition the impact of Little Ice Age is 

forgotten  

Brueghel, 1565



Most likely a strong decline of forests 
in Scandinavia

Kullmann
1987



..and Little Ice Age lead to a transition to 

coniferous species in C Europe  (Kulman) 

Whatever was left around 1750, was heavily
degraded

 ..slow growing

 ..slowly recovering from cutting and grazing

 ..strengthened coniferous in many regions



Where are we now?    Brus, Hengeveld, Heidema, Nabuurs, Gunia 2011) 

More resources than ever before
26 billion m3 stemwood volume GS



Trends in last decennia

Increment is 
declining; 

rate of carbon 
sequestration in 
forest biomass is 
curbing 



The state of the forest has totally 
changed

Oak stand volume 

Pretzsch et al. 2014



Can we achieve more mitigation with European 
forests ? Nabuurs et al. 2015 in EFI study

European forests, HWP and 

energy can mitigate up to 22% 

of EU fossil fuel emissions. 

Synergies at MS level. 



Variety amongst Member States offers opportunities 

23

= climate smart forestry

Locally specific 
measures 

- Sometimes intensify

- Sometime regenerate

- Sometimes establish 
reserves

- sometimes stimulate 
building with wood 

- also bioenergy and 
biobased

(Levers et al. 2014)  



Conclusion

- The untouched forest hardly ever existed in Europe in 
Holocene

-Centuries of degradation lead to an almost complete 
destruction of forest ~1750

- Even if areas were mapped as forest, they hardly 
contained forest as we know it now ‘foreest’

- If sustainable forest management had not taken off, 
degradation would have continued  

- The Little Ice Age lead to further forest decline in 
Scandinavia and a dominance of coniferous in C 
Europe. 

- The present forest still offers lots of opportunities to 
further strengthen role of European forests. 
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